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MAKE IT YOURS

This brochure shows you how to make your Range Rover Sport truly yours,  
inside and out.

Every bit as capable

From the Split-Spoke Alloy Wheels to the Bike Carrier, every Land Rover 
accessory has been obsessively engineered by the same dedicated 
team who designed the vehicle itself. Which means you can be sure 
the Land Rover Gear you choose, will work seamlessly with your 
Range Rover Sport.

Tested and tested. And tested again.

All Land Rover accessories are rigorously tested over and over again. 
Then they’re individually inspected to ensure they meet our exacting 
standards so they’ll go on working in harmony with your vehicle –  
in all conditions, all year round.

To help you tailor your vehicle to fit your priorities, you'll find  
Lifestyle selections to help you choose your accessories. Discover  
more about the accessories available for your Range Rover Sport  
at gear.landrover.com/gb/en/ 
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SPORTS
Premium interior and subtle exterior styling enhancements complement  
the Range Rover Sport's design cues and provide a distinctive  
sporty–inspired finish.

1. Sport Pedal Covers

2. Gearshift Paddles - Aluminium

3. Loadspace Treadplate Finisher

4. Deployable Side Steps

5. Cross Bars

6. Roof Rails - Black finish/Silver finish 

7. Aqua Sports Carrier - 2 Kayaks 

1. 2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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TOURING
Touring gear that provides a stylish and practical carrying 
solution to prepare the Range Rover Sport for all touring  
and recreational activities.

1. Deployable Side Steps

2. Ski/Snowboard Carrier

3. Cross Bars 

4. Towing System - Electrically Deployable Tow Bar

5. Tow Bar Mounted Bike Carrier - 2 Bike

6. Wheel Mounted Bike Carrier

7. Roof Rails - Black finish/Silver finish

1.

5.

4.

6. 7.

3.

2.
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CARBON FIBRE
Premium, exterior styling upgrades that complement  
and enhance the Range Rover Sport's exterior design.

1. Mirror Covers - Carbon Fibre

2. Bonnet Louvres - Carbon Fibre   

3. Side Vent Blades - Carbon Fibre

4. Front Grille Surround - Carbon Fibre

5. Tailgate Trim - Carbon Fibre 

2.

1.

3.

4.

5.
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1.

3.

4.

6.

ACTIVE
The roof mounted carrying system provides practical and safe 
transportation of equipment, while the deployable side steps  
facilitate roof access and assist with entry to and from the vehicle.

1. Wheel Mounted Bike Carrier 

2. Cross Bars

3. Roof Rails - Black finish/Silver finish

4. Towing System - Electrically Deployable Tow Bar

5. Deployable Side Steps

6. Ski/Snowboard Carrier 

7. Mudflaps - Front/Rear*

2.

5.

*Mudflaps not shown
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Universal Charging Cable

The universal cable provides an up-grade from the 
standard ‘home charging’ cable, helping to reduce 
the time required for charging. The 6 metre long, 
multi-function cable comes in two parts. The cable 
features an in cable control unit (ICCU) for power 
management and can be fitted either with a 16 amp 
adaptor for domestic use or a 32 amp adaptor which 
utilises a higher power supply (up to 7.5kW) and can be 
used with appropriate industrial sockets. The 16 amp 
domestic sockets are also interchangeable with market 
specific versions for use when charging abroad.  When 
charging away from home, the cable can be stored 
in the vehicle’s loadspace using a purpose designed 
storage case and retention system.

Public Charging Cable

The public charging cable provides an up-grade from 
the standard ‘home charging’ cable, helping to reduce 
the time required for charging. The 6 metre long, 
public cable can be used with a universal style A/C 
wall box (which does not feature a tethered cable), to 
provide a fast charging solution at home. Alternatively 
it is compatible with public charging points. When 
away from home, the cable can be stored in the 
vehicle’s loadspace using a purpose designed storage 
case and retention system.

PLUG-IN HYBRID ELECTRIC VEHICLE CHARGING
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GO WHEREVER, CONNECT WHEREVER

Wireless Phone Charging Cupholder

The wireless phone charging cupholder has been 
designed to charge utilising the cup holder space 
in the centre console. The holder will accommodate 
varying phone sizes securely in place. The charger 
displays an LED light to indicate when charging, and 
turns off when complete. Fits phones up to 72mm wide.

iPhone® Connect and Charge Dock

The iPhone connect and charge dock has been 
designed to charge utilising the cup holder space in 
the central console. When connected, the iPhone's 
media is accessible and has the ability to be controlled 
via the integrated infotainment/ audio system. The 
'cut-out' design of the holder is such that the home 
button is also accessible for use when parked. The 
iPhone USB charger can be easily disconnected if the 
USB connection is required for other use.

CONNECTIVITY
Choose from two great in–car phone charging devices to ensure that 
you’re never out of touch while on the road. Designed to keep your 
device visible while it charges, each of these chargers fits neatly into the 
cup holder space in the centre console of the Range Rover Sport.
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TREAT YOUR PASSENGERS TO FIRST CLASS

Main image shows Click and Play iPad 2-4

Click and Go- Base
The versatile Click and Go Base fixes 
between the headrest mountings and 
further attachments can be added 
to hold tablets, bags and shirts 
or jackets. The base can be easily 
removed when not in use.

CLICK AND GO
The Click and Go range is a multi–purpose seat back system for second 
row passengers. Each attachment is sold separately.

Click and Hang
This removable coat hanger allows 
shirts or jackets to be kept crease–free 
whilst transporting. Also includes an 
integral hook for use outside  
the vehicle.

Click and Hook
This universal hook creates  
extra storage space for items  
to be hung, especially useful  
for handbags or groceries.

Click and Work
This folding table offers the rear 
passengers a practical surface from 
which to work, particularly useful 
on long journeys. It also has a cup 
holder and is height and angle 
adjustable for in–cabin comfort.
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PROTECTION FOR WHEN YOU NEED IT MOST

Pet Pack - with Mat

Combines the loadspace rubber mat with the full height 
partition, to protect both your vehicle and your pet. 
The rubber mat is waterproof, protecting the vehicle’s 
loadspace floor carpet. The full height partition prevents 
access to the passenger compartment, while safely 
containing and protecting your pet.

PET PACKS
Practical pet pack accessories designed especially for your Range Rover Sport.

Pet Pack - with Liner Tray

Combines the loadspace liner tray with the full height 
partition, to protect both your vehicle and your pet. The liner 
is fully waterproof, protecting the vehicle’s loadspace floor 
and side wall carpets. The full height partition prevents 
access to the passenger compartment, while safely 
containing and protecting your pet.
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ENJOY EVERY SEASON IN STYLE
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1.

1: Deployable Side Steps

These smart, practical steps make it easier to get 
in and out of the vehicle. Neatly stowed under 
the sills, the side steps automatically deploy as 
soon as the door is opened, or when activated 
by the key fob. They stow automatically when 
the door is closed. The side steps are sensitive to 
obstructions and will not deploy in off-road or low 
range settings. Automatic mode can be overridden 
to allow access to the roof when the doors are 
closed. The deployable side steps are compatible 
with front mudflaps and feature a stainless steel 
finish with laser etched Range Rover branding.

2: Body Side Mouldings 

Enhance the side of your vehicle and provide 
protection for your door panels from accidental 
damage by adjacent vehicles.
 
3: Fixed Side Steps

Complete with a rubber tread mat and brushed 
stainless steel trim, the fixed side steps provide 
easy access/exit to the vehicle’s cabin and aid 
access to the roof. With embossed Range Rover 
branding, exterior Bright work and bright anodised 
aluminium edge trim finish, they complement the 
vehicle's exterior styling cues. 

4: Mirror Covers – Carbon Fibre

Stunning high grade Carbon Fibre mirror covers, 
with a High Gloss finish, provide a performance-
inspired premium styling update.
 
5: Mirror Covers – Noble Chrome 

Noble Chrome plated mirror covers designed to 
enhance the Range Rover Sport’s exterior styling 
cues. This neat styling upgrade complements 
various Dark Atlas, Light Atlas and Bright finish 
exterior trim.

6: Bonnet Louvres - Carbon Fibre

Stunning high grade Carbon Fibre bonnet 
louvres, provide a performance-inspired styling 
enhancement to accentuate the distinctive  
Range Rover Sport profile.

7:  Side Vent Blades - Carbon Fibre  

High grade Carbon Fibre side power vent blades 
provide a performance-inspired styling upgrade 
coupled with weight benefits associated with 
carbon fibre.

EXTERIOR STYLING & PROTECTION

7.4.

6.

5.2.

3.
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8.

8: Front Grille Surround - Carbon Fibre

Stunning high grade Carbon Fibre front grille 
surround, with a High Gloss finish, provides a 
premium exterior styling upgrade to highlight  
the dynamic capabilities and performance-
inspired styling of Range Rover Sport. 

9: Bright Side Tubes 

Highly polished stainless steel side tubes provide 
an off-road inspired appearance, designed to 
complement the vehicle’s exterior style.

10: Tailgate Trim - Carbon Fibre
High grade Carbon Fibre tailgate trim featuring 
a twill weave and a High Gloss lacquered 
finish, providing a performance-inspired styling 
enhancement coupled with weight benefits 
associated with carbon fibre.

11: Rear Bumper Protection Cover

Provides protection for the rear bumper from scuffs 
and scratches and helps to prevent clothing from 
collecting dirt when loading and unloading. 

12: All–Weather Car Cover

All-weather tailored cover protects your  
Range Rover Sport from the elements  
including showers, frost, snow and dust.  
Quick and easy to fit.

13: Mudflaps - Front/Rear*

Mudflaps are a popular upgrade for  
reducing spray and ensuring paintwork  
is protected from debris and dirt. Whilst 
complimenting the vehicles exterior design. 

11.

*Mudflaps Front/Rear image not shown

9.

10.

11.

12.
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PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE

Mirror Covers - Noble Chrome
Noble Chrome plated mirror covers designed to enhance the Range Rover 
Sport’s exterior styling cues. This neat styling upgrade complements various 
Dark Atlas, Light Atlas and Bright finish exterior trim. 

Supplied as a vehicle set. VPLGB0073 £217

Mirror Covers - Carbon Fibre Stunning high grade Carbon Fibre mirror covers, with a High Gloss finish, 
provide a performance-inspired premium styling update. Supplied as a vehicle set. VPLWB0230 £692

Tailgate Trim - Carbon Fibre
High grade Carbon Fibre tailgate trim featuring a twill weave and a High 
Gloss lacquered finish, providing a performance-inspired styling enhancement 
coupled with weight benefits associated with carbon fibre.

LR098814 £546

Bonnet Louvres - Carbon Fibre
Stunning high grade Carbon Fibre bonnet louvres, provide a performance-
inspired styling enhancement to accentuate the distinctive 
Range Rover Sport profile.

Left Side LR098772 £400

Right Side LR098759 £400

Side Vent Blades - Carbon Fibre
High grade Carbon Fibre side power vent blades provide a performance-
inspired styling upgrade coupled with weight benefits associated with 
carbon fibre. 

Left Side
Not applicable for SVR

LR098793 £420

Right Side
Not applicable for SVR

LR098794 £420

Front Grille Surround - Carbon Fibre
Stunning high grade Carbon Fibre front grille surround, with a High Gloss 
finish, provides a premium exterior styling upgrade to highlight the dynamic 
capabilities and  performance-inspired styling of Range Rover Sport. 

Not applicable for SVR Not applicable for PHEV. LR098748 £697

SVR only Not applicable for PHEV. LR104019 £633

PHEV only
Not applicable for SVR

LR106657 £566

Stainless Steel Undershield The off-road inspired undershield, manufactured from stainless steel, 
features a premium Bright Polished finish for the front of the vehicle. 

Front
Not applicable for SVR

VPLWB0361 £452

Rear
Not applicable for SVR

VPLWB0362 £422

Body Side Mouldings* Enhance the side of your vehicle and provide protection for your door 
panels from accidental damage by adjacent vehicles. 

Painted in the vehicle’s body 
colour, ensuring a premium 
finish and maintaining the 
overall aesthetics for the Range 
Rover Sport. This four piece side 
moulding kit is sold in primed 
condition to be painted by a  
Land Rover Retailer.

VPLWP0159 £252

Bright Side Tubes** Highly polished stainless steel side tubes provide an off-road inspired 
appearance, designed to complement the vehicle’s exterior style.

Not applicable for vehicles 
equipped with coil suspension. VPLWP0154 £1,005

EXTERIOR STYLING

*Price excludes painting. **Fitting of side tubes or side steps may affect the off-road capability of the vehicle. Price includes VAT and Retailer fitting costs. Prices are subject to change. Please contact your Retailer for latest pricing.

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE

Fixed Side Steps**

Complete with a rubber tread mat and brushed stainless steel trim, the fixed side 
steps provide easy access/exit to the vehicle’s cabin and aid access to the roof. 
With embossed Range Rover branding, exterior Bright work and bright anodised 
aluminium edge trim finish, they complement the vehicle's exterior styling cues. 

Compatible with Wade Sensing 
feature from 15MY. Vehicle software 
updates allow compatibility for 
earlier model year vehicles. 

VPLGP0226 £1,206

Deployable Side Steps Kit**

These smart, practical steps make it easier to get in and out of the  
vehicle. Neatly stowed under the sills, the side steps automatically  
deploy as soon as the door is opened, or when activated by the key fob. 
They stow automatically when the door is closed. The side steps are 
sensitive to obstructions and will not deploy in off-road or low range 
settings. Automatic mode can be overridden to allow access to the roof 
when the doors are closed. The deployable side steps are compatible 
with front mudflaps and feature a stainless steel finish with laser etched 
Range Rover branding.

For vehicles with 5 seats, 
17MY onwards.

VPLGP0316, VPLGP0317, 
VPLGT0204, VPLWP0173, 
VPLGP0248, VPLGP0249, 
VPLGP0290

£3,141

For vehicles with 5+2 seats, 
17MY onwards.

VPLGP0316, VPLGP0317, 
VPLWT0205, VPLWP0173, 
VPLGP0248, VPLGP0249, 
VPLWP0292

£3,141

For Plug-in Hybrid Electric 
vehicles only. 18MY.

VPLGP0316, VPLGP0317, 
VPLWT0205, VPLWP0173, 
VPLGP0248, VPLGP0249, 
VPLGP0308

£3,141

Outer Door Sill Treadplates Aluminium treadplate covers front and rear door sills. Features laser 
etched "SPORT" branding. Available as a front pair only. VPLWS0207 £227

EXTERIOR PROTECTION

All–Weather Car Cover All-weather tailored cover protects your Range Rover Sport from the elements 
including showers, frost, snow and dust. Quick and easy to fit. VPLWC0061 £391

Mudflaps
Mudflaps are a popular upgrade for reducing spray and ensuring  
paintwork is protected from debris and dirt whilst complementing  
the vehicle's exterior design. 

Front 
Not applicable for SVR

Supplied as a pair. Not compatible 
with deployable side steps. VPLWP0165 £156

Front, with deployable side 
steps 
Not applicable for SVR

Supplied as a pair. VPLWP0167 £156

Front 
SVR only

Supplied as a pair. Not applicable 
with fixed side steps. VPLWP0222 £115

Rear 
Not applicable for SVR Supplied as a pair. VPLWP0320 £153

Rear 
SVR only Supplied as a pair. VPLWP0344 £153

Rear Bumper Protection Cover Provides protection for the rear bumper from scuffs and scratches and helps to 
prevent clothing from collecting dirt when loading and unloading.

Not applicable for vehicles 
equipped with PHEV. VPLVS0179 £179
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FULLY LOADED FROM ROOF TO REAR
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6.

7.

2.

3.

4.

1.
1.

1: Luggage Carrier
Flexible rack system to facilitate roof carrying. 
Maximum load capacity of accessory is 75kg. 

2: Roof Rails
Roof rails facilitate easy fitment of cross bars for 
roof carrying. Pre-set positioning points ensure 
cross bars are fixed in optimum position for weight 
distribution and dynamics.

3: Cross Bars
Elegant, durable Bright finish aluminium cross 
bars, with T-track design which utilises the full 
length of the bars, providing space to mount 
multiple accessories. Aerodynamic profile 
minimises drag and wind noise. The incremental 
height when fitted is 93mm.

4: Luggage Roof Box
Roof mounted luggage box with Gloss Black 
finish. Opens from both sides and is lockable 
for security. Includes power-grip mounting for 
easy and quick fixing to the roof bars. External 
dimensions: 1,750mm long, 820mm wide, 450mm 
high. Volume 410 litres. Maximum payload 75kg. 

5: Sports Roof Box
Sleek, aerodynamic design sports roof box with 
a Gloss Black finish which can be mounted on 
either side of the vehicle for kerbside opening. 
Internal retention system for skis or other long 
loads. Lockable for security. External dimensions: 
2,060mm long, 840mm wide, 340mm high. 
Internal volume 320 litres. Maximum payload 75kg. 

6: Ski Bag
The Land Rover padded ski/snowboard bag 
carries up to two pairs of skis and poles up to 
180cm long. It is manufactured from durable 600D 
polyester and features removable shoulder straps.

7: Ski/Snowboard Carrier
Carries four pairs of skis or two snowboards and 
incorporates slider rails for easy loading, is also 
lockable for security. Maximum payload 36kg.

6.

7.

5.

6.

7.

CARRYING & TOWING
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8: Aqua Sports Carrier - 2 Kayaks

Carries two kayaks or canoes. Also suitable for 
transporting crafts such as small boats. T-track 
adaptor and adjustable 275cm strap included.

9: Aqua Sports Carrier

Carries a sailboard, canoe or kayak. Includes 
lockable multi-purpose holder to carry oars or 
paddles. Tilts to facilitate easy loading/unloading. 
Features lockable straps and rubber supports 
to maintain optimum weight distribution whilst 
protecting the kayak and vehicle from scratches/
scuffs. Maximum load capacity 45kg.

10: Wheel Mounted Bike Carrier

Roof mounted, lockable bike carrier designed for 
holding a single bike, up to 20kg.

11: Fork Mounted Bike Carrier

Roof mounted bike carrier provides a simple and 
secure fitting with the bicycle front wheel removed, 
ideally suited to lightweight bicycles and 'racing' 
wheels. A separate carrier is included for the front 
wheel. Easy to fit, lockable bike carrier which carries 
one bicycle per holder. A maximum of two holders 
can be fitted.

12: Tow Bar Mounted Bike Carrier

The tow bar mounted bike carrier features a  
one hand, quick attach/release tow bar coupling 
mechanism and can be tilted away from the 
vehicle, by use of a foot pedal, to allow easy 
access into the rear tailgate. The tailgate can 
be opened with carrier in deployed/folded 
position. Manufactured from aluminium and other 
lightweight materials, the bike carrier also features 
a rear lighting and licence plate mount and it is 
lockable for security. The carrier has a folding/
sliding mechanism to allow ease of stowage 
when not in use. A holder and ratchet function 
ensure bicycles are safely secured. Maximum load 
capacity is 40kg for 2 bike, and 51kg for 3 bike.

13: Ratchet Strap

Useful nylon ratchet strap for securing items to  
the cross bars or luggage carrier when roof 
carrying. Five metres long, 20mm wide and 
supplied individually.

13.

9.8.

11.

12.

10.
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14. 15.

16.

17.

14: Universal Lift and Load System
This roof loading aid fixes to the garage roof and 
allows equipment to be lifted on to the vehicle 
with ease. It can also be used for storing the 
roof box conveniently when removed from the 
vehicle. Maximum weight limit is 100kg.

15: Lighting Board
This robust lighting board is primarily designed 
for use with a trailer. Neatly designed, with 13 
pin ISO rated plug and eight metres of cable, it 
also includes reverse and rear fog lights, two tail 
lamps, indicators and brake lights. 

16: Tow Strap
Includes a storage bag that can be attached as 
a warning flag to the strap and has a 3,000kg 
maximum load capacity.

17: Towing Electrics – 13 Pin to 12N Adaptor
Towing electrics connection adaptor to convert a 
13 pin socket to 12N.

18: Towing Electrics – 13 Pin to  
12N/12S Adaptor
Towing electrics connection adaptor to convert 
a 13 pin socket to 12N/12S. Provides all trailer 
rear lighting and interior equipment power, where 
12N/12S type towing electrics sockets are required.

19: Towing System – Electrically Deployable 
Tow Bar*
The electrically deployable tow bar is stowed 
discreetly behind the rear bumper when not in use, 
providing a clean attractive finish. It is designed to 
deploy/stow in 12 seconds and is operated via a 
switch in the rear loadspace or by the infotainment 
system in the cabin. Returns to original position if 
any obstructions encountered during deploying /
stowing. Includes integral 13 pin towing electrics 
(also hidden until deployed).  Approved for up 
to 3,500kg trailer load and 200kg nose weight. 
3,000kg trailer load limit for Range Rover Sport 
SVR. Includes a unique trailer light test facility 
which allows the driver to be able to check without 
assistance if the trailer lights, including reverse and 
brake lights, are functioning correctly. The trailer 
light test is activated via either a switch in the 
loadspace or via the touchscreen, depending on 
the vehicle’s specification.

18.

*Electrically Deployable Tow Bar image not shown 
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PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE

Roof Rails
Roof rails facilitate easy fitment of cross bars for roof carrying.  
Pre-set positioning points ensure cross bars are fixed in optimum  
position for weight distribution and dynamics.

Black finish Requires separate roof rail 
ditch finishers, colour matched 
to roof rails, for fitment. 
Roof carrying weight limits 
for Range Rover Sport SVR 
equipped with 22” wheels may 
be restricted depending on 
vehicle configuration†. 

VPLWR0104 £621

Silver finish VPLWR0103 £645

Roof Rail Ditch Finishers Roof rail ditch finishers required for fitment with Black finish or Silver finish   
roof rails.

Black finish VPLWR0108 £235

Silver finish VPLWR0109 £235

Cross Bars

Elegant, durable Bright finish aluminium cross bars, with T-track design which 
utilises the full length of the bars, providing space to mount multiple accessories. 
Aerodynamic profile minimises drag and wind noise. The incremental height 
when fitted is 93mm.

Roof rails required for fitment. 
Roof carrying weight limits for 
Range Rover Sport SVR equipped 
with 22” wheels may be 
restricted depending on vehicle 
configuration†.

VPLGR0102 £418

Cross Bar Lashing Eye Kit The lashing eye kit provides a flexible mounting solution for use with  
the T-slots on cross bars and roof rails. VUB503160 £110

Luggage Carrier* Flexible rack system to facilitate roof carrying. Maximum load capacity of 
accessory is 75kg**.  VPLRR0159 £452

Luggage Roof Box*

Roof mounted luggage box with Gloss Black finish. Opens from both 
sides and is lockable for security. Includes power-grip mounting for easy 
and quick fixing to the roof bars. External dimensions: 1,750mm long, 
820mm wide, 450mm high. Volume 410 litres. Maximum payload 75kg**.

VPLVR0062 £461

Sports Roof Box*

Sleek, aerodynamic design sports roof box with a Gloss Black finish which 
can be mounted on either side of the vehicle for kerbside opening. 
Internal retention system for skis or other long loads. Lockable for 
security. External dimensions: 2,060mm long, 840mm wide, 340mm high. 
Internal volume 320 litres. Load capacity 75kg**.

VPLVR0061 £598

Sports Roof Box - Large*

Power-click quick mounting system with integrated torque indicator for 
easy and secure fixation with a single-handed grip. Opens from both 
sides with handles on the lid and inside the box, for convenient fitting, 
loading and unloading. Integrated base mat for extra secure loading. 
Load capacity eight skis/five-six snowboards, max length of skis 205cm. 
Volume 430 litres. Maximum payload 75kg**.

VPLWR0100 £731

*Roof rails and cross bars are required for all Land Rover roof mounted accessories. **Maximum payload equals the roof load capacity including any accessories. Consideration  
should always be given to vehicle's maximum roof load capacity to ensure this is not exceeded. †Please consult your authorised Land Rover Retailer for further information.

PLEASE NOTE: Objects placed above the roof mounted satellite antenna may reduce the quality of the signal received by the vehicle and could have a detrimental effect on the navigation and satellite radio systems,  
if fitted. Some roof carrying accessories may restrict the opening of the vehicle’s sliding sunroof when fitted. Care should be taken when opening the roof to avoid collision with any items fitted above the vehicle.

CARRYING & TOWING

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE

Ski Bag
The Land Rover padded ski/snowboard bag carries up to two pairs of 
skis and poles up to 180cm long. It is manufactured from durable 600D 
polyester and features removable shoulder straps.

Offered for carrying of skis 
within vehicle cabin where seat 
configuration allows.

VPLGS0166 £122

Ski/Snowboard Carrier* Carries four pairs of skis or two snowboards and incorporates slider rails 
for easy loading, is also lockable for security. Maximum payload 36kg**. LR006849 £182

Aqua Sports Carrier*

Carries a sailboard, canoe or kayak. Includes lockable multi-purpose 
holder to carry oars or paddles. Tilts to facilitate easy loading/unloading. 
Features lockable straps and rubber supports to maintain optimum 
weight distribution whilst protecting the kayak and vehicle from scratches/
scuffs. When fitted maximum load capacity is 45kg.  

VPLGR0107 £305

Aqua Sports Carrier - 2 Kayaks* Carries two kayaks or canoes. Also suitable for transporting crafts such as 
small boats. T-track adaptor and adjustable 275cm strap included. VPLWR0099 £90

Universal Lift and Load System
This roof loading aid fixes to the garage roof and allows equipment to be 
lifted on to the vehicle with ease. It can also be used for storing the roof box 
conveniently when removed from the vehicle. Maximum weight limit is 100kg.

VPLVR0096 £120

Ratchet Strap
Useful nylon ratchet strap for securing items to the cross bars or  
luggage carrier when roof carrying. Five metres long, 20mm wide  
and supplied individually.

CAR500010 £17

Wheel Mounted Bike Carrier* Roof mounted, lockable bike carrier designed for holding a single bike,  
up to 20kg. 

Roof rails and cross bars will 
accommodate two bike carriers. VPLFR0091 £152

Fork Mounted Bike Carrier*

Roof mounted bike carrier provides a simple and secure fitting with the 
bicycle front wheel removed, ideally suited to lightweight bicycles and 
'racing' wheels. A separate carrier is included for the front wheel.
 Easy to fit, lockable bike carrier which carries one bicycle per holder.  
A maximum of two holders can be fitted.

Carrier is not compatible with 
mountain bike front forks featuring 
15mm diameter axles, 20mm fork 
axles are compatible.

VPLWR0101 £261

Tow Bar Mounted Bike Carrier

The tow bar mounted bike carrier features a one hand, quick attach/
release tow bar coupling mechanism and can be tilted away from the 
vehicle, by use of a foot pedal, to allow easy access into the rear tailgate. 
The tailgate can be opened with carrier in deployed/folded position. 
Manufactured from aluminium and other lightweight materials, the bike 
carrier also features a rear lighting and licence plate mount and it is 
lockable for security. The carrier has a folding/sliding mechanism to allow 
ease of stowage when not in use. A holder and ratchet function ensure 
bicycles are safely secured. Maximum load capacity is 40kg for 2 bike and 
51kg for 3 bike. 

2 Bike
Requires 50mm tow hitch and 
13 pin tow electrics for fitment. 
Heat shield VPLWR0124 also 
required for fitment.

 VPLVR0066 £542

3 Bike VPLVR0068 £625

Heat Shield – Tow Bar Mounted 
Bike Carrier

Required for use with two or three bike tow bar mounted bike carriers on 
Range Rover Sport. 2 or 3 Bike VPLWR0124 £53

Price includes VAT and Retailer fitting costs. Prices are subject to change. Please contact your Retailer for latest pricing.
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CARRYING & TOWING

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE

Towing System - Electrically 
Deployable Tow Bar*†

The electrically deployable tow bar is stowed discreetly behind the  
rear bumper when not in use, providing a clean attractive finish. It is 
designed to deploy/stow in 12 seconds and is operated via a switch in 
the rear loadspace or by the infotainment system in the cabin. Returns 
to original position if any obstructions encountered during deploying/
stowing. Includes integral 13 pin towing electrics (also hidden until 
deployed). Approved for up to 3,500kg trailer load and 200kg nose 
weight. 3,000kg trailer load limit for Range Rover Sport SVR. Includes  
a unique trailer light test facility which allows the driver to be able to 
check without assistance if the trailer lights, including reverse and brake 
lights, are functioning correctly. The trailer light test is activated via  
either a switch in the loadspace or via the touchscreen, depending  
on the vehicle’s specification.

Electrically Deployable Tow Bar

Not applicable for vehicles 
equipped with coil suspension 
or PHEV.
For fitment the following parts 
are required: Tow bar, ECU, EDT 
harness and EDT switch kit. Also 
requires rear bumper valance, for 
fitment.

VPLWT0111 £1,967

ECU 
5 seat only VPLGT0204 £395

ECU 
5+2 seat only VPLWT0205 £395

EDT Harness 
5 seat only VPLWT0226 £191

EDT Harness 
5+2 seat only VPLWT0227 £191

EDT Switch Kit VPLWT0243 £145

Towing System - Multi-Height 
Tow Bar*†

Multi-height tow hitch allows for two different tow-ball height positions. 
Simple to fit, once armature installed, and can be swapped between 
positions in seconds. 50mm tow ball is included and will take up to 
3,500kg trailer load and 200kg nose weight. 2,500kg trailer load limit for 
Plug-in Hybrid Electric vehicles.  

Not applicable for SVR
Requires 13 pin towing electrics, 
rear bumper valance and 
bumper undertray, for fitment. 

VPLWT0165 £886

Towing System - Rear Bumper 
Valance

The rear bumper valance is a component required for the fitment of the 
electrically deployable tow bar and multi-height tow bar.

Primed 
Not applicable for SVR

Rear bumper undertray also 
required for fitment with  
multi-height tow bar.

LR105613 £273

Towing System - Rear Bumper 
Undertray

The rear bumper undertray is a component required for fitment of multi-height 
tow bar.

Required for fitment in addition 
to rear bumper valance. Not 
applicable for electrically 
deployable tow bar.

LR045190 £217

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE

Towing Electrics - 13 Pin*
13 pin towing electrics offered for use with multi-height tow bar. 
European-style towing electric, capable of supplying all trailer rear 
lighting and interior equipment power. 

VPLWT0240 £167

Towing Electrics - 13 Pin to 12N 
Adaptor* Towing electrics connection adaptor to convert a 13 pin socket to 12N. 13 pin towing electrics  

must be fitted. VPLVT0064 £57

Towing Electrics - 13 Pin to 
12N/12S Adaptor*

Towing electrics connection adaptor to convert a 13 pin socket to 12N/12S. 
Provides all trailer rear lighting and interior equipment power, where 12N/12S 
type towing electrics sockets are required.

13 pin towing electrics  
must be fitted. VPLHT0060 £107

Lighting Board**

This robust lighting board is primarily designed for use with a trailer. 
Neatly designed, with 13 pin ISO rated plug and eight metres of cable, 
it also includes reverse and rear fog lights, two tail lamps, indicators and 
brake lights. 

13 pin towing electrics  
must be fitted. VPLCV0109 £154

Tow Strap Includes a storage bag that can be attached as a warning flag to the strap 
and has a 3,000kg maximum load capacity. STC8919AA £73

Target Tracking Sticker Additional sticker required for vehicles equipped with the surround 
camera system option which includes Tow Assist. LR023378 £15

*Towing electrics not suitable for caravans, trailers or lighting boards fitted with rear mounted LED lamp kits. **The lighting board is a requirement in certain countries when using a bike carrier. 
†A target tracking sticker is required for vehicles fitted with trailer assist option.Price includes VAT and Retailer fitting costs. Prices are subject to change. Please contact your Retailer for latest pricing.
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1. 2.

3.

4.

1: Gearshift Paddles - Aluminium

Complete the look and feel of your steering 
wheel with premium aluminium paddles. Gearshift 
paddles are machine polished, anodised and hand 
brushed to provide exceptional wear resistance 
with a premium finish. 

2: Luxury Carpet Mat Set with Ingot Branding 
- Ebony 

Luxurious, tailored, 2,050gm2 deep pile carpet 
mat set with Range Rover ingot branding, metal 
corner pieces and waterproof backing for vehicles 
with Ebony interior. 

3: Luxury Carpet Mat Set with Ingot Branding 
- Espresso 

Luxurious, tailored, 2,050gm2 deep pile carpet 
mat set with Range Rover ingot branding, metal 
corner pieces and waterproof backing for vehicles 
with Espresso interior.

4: Loadspace Luxury Carpet Mat

Luxurious, soft, 2,050gm2 deep pile loadspace 
carpet mat with Range Rover logo and waterproof 
backing for vehicles with Ebony interiors. Also 
available in Espresso - not shown.

5: Sport Pedal Covers

Alternative pedal covers for an interior 
styling enhancement featuring a Bright finish. 
Manufactured from polished and etched stainless 
steel and features hidden fixings for a clean finish.

6: Sill Treadplates - Illuminated

Illuminated treadplates with Range Rover  
lettering and halo surround. Rear treadplates 
feature illuminated halo only.

5.

6.

INTERIOR STYLING & PROTECTION
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7: Loadspace Treadplate Finisher

Manufactured from stainless steel and provides  
a premium Bright Silver finish to the rear  
loadspace area. Protects the loadspace trim  
when loading or unloading.

8: Loadspace Liner Tray

Semi-rigid waterproof loadspace liner tray with a 
raised lip on three sides to protect loadspace floor 
and side wall carpets from dirty or wet equipment.

9: Loadspace Rubber Mat 

Range Rover branded waterproof rubber mat with 
retaining lip, helps protect the rear loadspace 
carpet from general dirt.

10: Luggage Partition - Full Height 

Designed to protect vehicle occupants against 
the displacement of luggage. Following initial 
retailer installation the luggage partition can be 
removed with appropriate fitting tool. Complies 
with ECE-17 regulation.

7. 8.

9.

10.
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1: Child Seat 
Group 0+ (birth - 13kg). For babies from birth - 13kg 
(approximately birth - 12 - 15 months). Land Rover 
branded. Rearward facing on rear seat. Includes 
wind/sun canopy and padded and machine 
washable cover. Easy, height adjustable headrest 
and five-point harness with one-pull adjustment. 
Can be installed with the vehicle’s three-point seat 
belt or the child seat ISOFIX base. Approved to 
European test standard ECE R44-04.

2: Child Seat
Group 1 (9kg - 18kg). For children 9kg - 18kg 
(approximately 9 months - 4 years). Land Rover 
branded. Forward facing on rear seat. Padded 
machine washable cover. One pull, height 
adjustable headrest and five-point harness. 
Improved side impact protection. Multi-position 
recline system. ISOFIX fitment only. Indicators 
confirm the ISOFIX has been correctly installed. 
Front ISOFIX release for ease of use. Approved to 
European test standard ECE R44-04.

3: Child Seat
Group 2/3 (15kg - 36kg). For children 15kg - 36kg 
(approximately 4 - 12 years). Land Rover branded. 
Forward facing on rear seat. Padded machine 
washable cover. Height adjustable headrest and 
upper seat belt guides ensure correct seat belt 
position. Improved side protection from deep, 
padded side wings. Can be installed with the 
vehicle's three-point seat belt or ISOFIX system. 
Approved to European test standard ECE R44-04.

4: First Aid Kit
Aids in the treatment of minor cuts and grazes.

5: Warning Triangle
Vital in emergencies. Stows in the loadspace 
compartment.

1.

4.

2.

3. 5.

SAFETY
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PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE

Gearshift Paddles  
Complete the look and feel of your steering wheel with premium aluminium 
paddles. Gearshift paddles are machine polished, anodised and hand  
brushed to provide exceptional wear resistance with a premium finish.

Aluminium VPLVS0187MMU £400

Aluminium Red VPLVS0187CAY £400

Sport Pedal Covers
Alternative pedal covers for an interior styling enhancement featuring  
a Bright finish. Manufactured from polished and etched stainless steel  
and features hidden fixings for a clean finish.

VPLWS0475 £126

Sill Treadplates

Illuminated treadplates with Range Rover lettering and halo surround.  
Rear treadplates feature illuminated halo only. Illuminated Sold as a vehicle set. VPLWS0208 £829

Personalised illuminated treadplates allow you to choose a personalised 
message using an approved set of fonts/typefaces which will be highlighted  
in white illumination when the front doors are open. 

Personalised 
Illuminated

Available as a front pair only. VPLWS0212 £880

Available as a full vehicle set.  
When ordered as a full set, the  
front pair are personalised and  
rear pair are illuminated only.

VPLWS0209 £1,202

Luxury Carpet Mat Set -  
with Ingot Branding

Luxurious, tailored, 2,050gm2 deep pile carpet mat set with Range Rover ingot 
branding, metal corner pieces and waterproof backing for vehicles with Ebony 
or Espresso interiors. 

Ebony

Sold as a vehicle set.

VPLWS0374PVJ £228

Espresso 
Not applicable for SVR VPLWS0384AAM £228

Premium Carpet Mats Tailored, 2,050gm2 deep pile front carpet mat set with waterproof  
backing for vehicles with Ebony or Espresso interiors. 

Ebony

Sold as a front pair.

LR041633 £272

Espresso LR041632 £272

Loadspace Luxury Carpet Mat Luxurious, soft, 2,050gm2 deep pile loadspace carpet mat with Range Rover  
logo and waterproof backing for vehicles with Ebony or Espresso interiors. 

Ebony
Not applicable for vehicles 
equipped with PHEV.

VPLWS0373PVJ £203

Espresso VPLWS0376AAM £203

INTERIOR STYLING

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE

Loadspace Treadplate Finisher 

Manufactured from stainless steel and provides a premium Bright Silver  
finish to the rear loadspace area. Protects the loadspace trim when loading  
or unloading.

Ebony VPLWS0210PVJ £373

Espresso VPLWS0210AAM £255

Manufactured from stainless steel with a Bright finish, the rear loadspace  
treadplate finisher provides protection to the loadspace trim when  
loading or unloading and provides a premium finish to the loadspace  
with subtle illumination.

Illuminated, Ebony VPLWS0211PVJ £444

Illuminated, Espresso VPLWS0211AAM £329

Price includes VAT and Retailer fitting costs. Prices are subject to change. Please contact your Retailer for latest pricing.
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PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE

Flexible Loadspace Protector Heavy duty flexible fabric helps protect loadspace up to window height 
and covers loadspace floor with second row seat backs covered. VPLWS0227 £150

Loadspace Liner Tray Semi-rigid waterproof loadspace liner tray with a raised lip on three sides to 
protect loadspace floor and side wall carpets from dirty or wet equipment. Not applicable for PHEV.

VPLWS0224 £174

Shallow VPLWS0226 £174

Loadspace Rubber Mat Range Rover branded waterproof rubber mat with retaining lip, helps protect the 
rear loadspace carpet from general dirt.

Not applicable for PHEV VPLWS0225 £169

PHEV only VPLWS0435 £185

Loadspace Rubber Mat Extension This waterproof mat extension covers the back of the rear seats when they are 
folded down.  Not applicable for PHEV. VPLWS0223 £72

Luggage Partition 

Designed to protect vehicle occupants against the displacement  
of luggage. Following initial retailer installation the luggage  
partition can be removed with appropriate fitting tool. Complies 
with ECE-17 regulation. 

Full height

Features a useful integral ski 
hatch which allows longer items 
such as skis to be carried where 
suitable rear seat option is fitted. 
Compatible with loadspace 
rubber mat, loadspace rigid liner, 
loadspace rail system and parcel 
shelf roller blind. Not applicable 
for PHEV.

VPLWS0235 £466

Half height

Flexible option retains convenience 
provided by folding second row 
seats. Compatible with loadspace 
rubber mat, loadspace rigid liner, 
loadspace rail system and parcel 
shelf roller blind. Not applicable 
for PHEV.

VPLWS0236 £354

Luggage Partition Divider Can be fitted to the luggage partition to separate the loadspace into two 
sections.

Requires luggage partition - full 
height or half height for fitment. 
Can be fitted with loadspace 
rubber mat VPLWS0225 and 
loadspace liner tray VPLWS0224. 
Not applicable for PHEV.

VPLWS0237 £223

Waterproof Seat Covers
Highly durable tailored waterproof seat covers provide protection for the seat 
upholstery from wet, dirty clothes as well as general wear and tear. Easy to fit and 
machine washable. 

Ebony, Front 
Not applicable for SVR For front seats only. VPLWS0432PVJ £276

Ebony, Rear 
Load Through 
Not applicable for SVR

For vehicles fitted with 60:40 load 
through rear seats only. VPLWS0434PVJ £294

Ebony, Rear 
Folding 
Not applicable for SVR

For vehicles fitted with 60:40 
folding rear seats only. VPLWS0489 £294

Rubber Mats
Rubber footwell mats for front and second row occupants helps provide 
protection from general dirt. Featuring Bright accent Range Rover ingot and 
durable metal corner pieces. 

VPLWS0189 £144

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE

Pet Pack – with Mat 

Combines the loadspace rubber mat with the full height partition, to protect 
both your vehicle and your pet. The rubber mat is waterproof, protecting the 
vehicle’s loadspace floor carpet. The full height partition prevents access to 
the passenger compartment, while safely containing and protecting your pet. 
Luggage partition complies with ECE-17 regulation. 

Compatible with loadspace rail 
system and parcel shelf roller blind. 
Not applicable for PHEV.

VPLWS0235 & 
VPLWS0225  

£635

Pet Pack – with Liner Tray 

Combines the loadspace liner tray with the full height partition, to protect both 
your vehicle and your pet. The liner is fully waterproof, protecting the vehicle’s 
loadspace floor and side wall carpets. The full height partition prevents access 
to the passenger compartment, while safely containing and protecting your pet. 
Luggage partition complies with ECE-17 regulation.

Compatible with loadspace rail 
system and parcel shelf roller blind. 
Not applicable for PHEV.

VPLWS0235 & 
VPLWS0224   

£639

INTERIOR PROTECTION

Price includes VAT and Retailer fitting costs. Prices are subject to change. Please contact your Retailer for latest pricing.

INTERIOR SAFETY

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE

Child Seat - Cloth, Land Rover*

Group 0+ (birth - 13kg). For babies from birth - 13kg (approximately birth - 12 - 
15 months). Land Rover branded. Rearward facing on rear seat. Includes wind/
sun canopy and padded and machine washable cover. Easy, height adjustable 
headrest and five-point harness with one-pull adjustment. Can be installed with 
the vehicle’s three-point seat belt or the child seat ISOFIX base. Approved to 
European test standard ECE R44-04.

Compatible with ISOFIX base - 
VPLRS0396. VPLRS0397 £216

Group 1 (9kg - 18kg). For children 9kg - 18kg (approximately 9 months - 4 years). 
Land Rover branded. Forward facing on rear seat. Padded machine washable 
cover. One pull, height adjustable headrest and five-point harness. Improved 
side impact protection. Multi-position recline system. ISOFIX fitment only. 
Indicators confirm the ISOFIX has been correctly installed. Front ISOFIX release 
for ease of use. Approved to European test standard ECE R44-04.

ISOFIX system anchors the seat 
directly to the vehicle's ISOFIX 
connection points.

VPLRS0398 £431

Group 2/3 (15kg - 36kg). For children 15kg - 36kg (approximately 4 - 12 years). 
Land Rover branded. Forward facing on rear seat. Padded machine washable 
cover. Height adjustable headrest and upper seat belt guides ensure correct seat 
belt position. Improved side protection from deep, padded side wings. Can be 
installed with the vehicle's three-point seat belt or ISOFIX system. Approved to 
European test standard ECE R44-04.

Compatible with ISOFIX mounting. 
Child seat includes ISOFIX system 
which anchors the seat directly to 
the vehicle's ISOFIX connection 
points.

VPLRS0399 £281

Child Seat - ISOFIX Base* ISOFIX Base for use with the child seat – Group 0+ (birth - 13kg) –  
infant carrier VPLRS0397.  VPLRS0396 £167

First Aid Kit** Aids in the treatment of minor cuts and grazes. VPLCS0319 £24

Warning Triangle** Vital in emergencies. Stows in the loadspace compartment. VPLVC0060 £24

*Children are safer when correctly restrained in the rear of a vehicle. **Legislative requirement to carry in vehicle in certain countries.
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1. 2.

3.

4.

6.

7.

5.

1: Centre Armrest Cooler/Warmer Box

Food and drinks cooler and warmer that acts 
as a rear centre armrest. With a leather-covered 
top, it is held in place by the centre seat belt and 
powered from the rear auxiliary socket. Ideal for 
long journeys with the family.

2: Activity Key

For extra convenience, owners can lock their 
key fob inside their vehicle and wear the Activity 
Key wristband, alleviating the need to carry their 
conventional key fob. The wristband is lightweight, 
robust and fully waterproof allowing customers 
to participate in a range of activities, then regain 
access back into their own vehicle. Conventional 
key fob is deactivated for total security.

3: Electric Cool Bag

This cool bag is thermostatically temperature 
controlled, is powered by the 12 volt auxiliary 
socket and has an easy to clean interior surface. 
Height 380mm, length 380mm, width 220mm. 
Volume 14 litres.

4: Collapsible Luggage Organiser

Collapsible luggage organiser keeps items from 
shifting during transport. Can be easily folded 
away when not in use.

5: Smoker's Pack

Option to fit a smoker’s pack with front and rear 
cigarette lighter and Range Rover branded ash 
tray receptacle in a vehicle produced with non-
smoker’s pack.

6: Tailgate Event Seating in Ebony Leather

The tailgate event seating is hand crafted 
from beautiful Windsor, Ebony leather with a 
highly durable aluminium frame. Stowed in the 
loadspace, these seats can be quickly and easily 
fitted to provide comfortable seating for two 
adults on the lower tailgate, when the vehicle is 
stationary. The seats come complete with a luxury 
storage bag with soft lining, which also acts as a 
useful protective mat to prevent the users’ clothes 
coming into contact with the exterior vehicle 
surfaces when in use.

7: Jump Cables

Jump cables enable you to re–start your engine 
using another vehicle’s battery, should yours ever 
fail. Simple and safe to use, these high quality, 
heavy duty jump cables come in a box/case and 
are an onboard essential.

FUNCTION & TECHNOLOGY
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8. 9.

10.

11.

8. Loadspace Retention Kit

The loadspace retention kit consists of a pack of 
attachments that fix into the loadspace rails via a 
quick lock/quick release system to help provide a 
comprehensive and flexible solution for retaining 
luggage and other items within the loadspace. 
The attachment pack includes a retractable 
flexible strap with inertia reel, telescopic rod and 
stowage bag. 

9.Loadspace Retention Net

Secure small items and luggage within loadspace. 
Utilises loadspace tie-down points. Includes 
floor net and two ratchet straps which are 
approximately two metres long.

10: Seat Back Stowage – Premium Leather

Manufactured from the same premium leather 
offered on the vehicle, complemented with soft 
touch interior lining and magnetic button clasps. 
Provides convenient stowage solution for the rear 
of the front seats with multiple compartments for 
stowing small items.

11: Sunshade – Side Windows, Second Row

Easy to install or remove, these sun blinds provide 
increased comfort helping to protect the interior 
from heat and glare of the sun. Also available for 
side windows, third row.

12: Sunshade – Rear Tailgate

Easy to install or remove, these sun blinds provide 
increased comfort helping to protect the interior 
from heat and glare of the sun.
 
13: Windscreen Sun Shield

UV windscreen sun shield reflects the sun's rays 
and helps to keep the vehicle interior cool in  
hot weather. 

12.

13.
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PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE

Activity Key

For extra convenience, owners can lock their key fob inside their vehicle and 
wear the Activity Key wristband, alleviating the need to carry their conventional 
key fob. The wristband is lightweight, robust and fully waterproof allowing 
customers to participate in a range of activities, then regain access back into  
their own vehicle. Conventional key fob is deactivated for total security. 

Wristband LR091580 £141

The vehicle preparation kit is a component required for fitment of the 
Activity Key. Vehicle preparation kit VPLWV0123 £281

Click and Go - Base

The Click and Go range is a multi-purpose seat–back system for  
second row passengers. The versatile Click and Go Base fixes between 
the headrest mountings and further attachments can be added to hold 
tablets, bags and shirts or jackets.  Each attachment is sold separately. 
The base can be easily removed when not in use. 

Required for fitment of  
Click and Go attachments.
Not applicable with 10.2"  
rear seat entertainment.

VPLRS0388 £32

Click and Hang
The Click and Hang is part of the Click and Go range. This removable coat 
hanger allows shirts or jackets to be kept crease-free whilst transporting.   
Also includes an integral hook for use outside the vehicle. 

Click and Go Base required  
for fitment. 
Not applicable with 8" or 10.2" 
rear seat entertainment.

VPLRS0390 £64

Click and Hook
The Click and Hook is part of the Click and Go range. This universal hook  
creates extra storage space for items to be hung, especially useful for  
handbags or groceries.

Click and Go Base required for 
fitment. 
Not applicable with 10.2" 
rear seat entertainment.

VPLRS0389 £41

Click and Play 
The Click and Play holder is part of the Click and Go range.  
This removable tablet holder attachment can easily be positioned  
at multiple angles for in-cabin comfort and rear entertainment.

For iPad® 2 - 4 VPLRS0391 £114

For iPad Air® VPLRS0392 £114

For iPad Mini® VPLRS0393 £149

For Samsung 10.1" VPLRS0394 £114

FUNCTION & TECHNOLOGY

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE

Click and Work

The Click and Work is part of the Click and Go range. This folding table offers 
the rear passengers a practical surface from which to work, particularly useful on 
long journeys.  It also has a cup holder and is height and angle adjustable for 
in-cabin comfort.

Not compatible with 10.2”  
rear seat entertainment. VPLRS0395 £101

iPad® Holder*
iPad® holder with Land Rover branding, mounts securely to the rear of the front 
seat head restraint posts to face rear seat. Features quick release design allowing 
iPad®  to be fitted/removed quickly and easily. 

For iPad® 1
Not applicable for SVR

Not compatible with 10.2” 
rear seat entertainment. 

VPLVS0164 £198

For iPad® 2 and onwards**  
Not applicable for SVR VPLVS0165 £198

Wireless Phone Charging Cupholder

The wireless phone charging cupholder has been designed to charge utilising 
the cup holder space in the centre console. The holder will accommodate 
varying phone sizes securely in place. The charger displays an LED light to 
indicate when charging, and turns off when complete. Fits phones up to  
72mm wide.

For use with Qi enabled wireless 
charging devices only. The wireless 
phone charging cupholder does 
not provide a connection to In-
Control Apps.

VPLYV0124 & 
VPLGV0126 £522

WhiteFire® Headphones*** Additional headphones for use with rear seat entertainment system. LR096498 £196

Seat Back Stowage Provides convenient stowage solution for the rear of the front seats with multiple 
compartments for stowing small items.  Not applicable for SVR Not compatible with 10.2” rear 

seat entertainment. VPLVS0181 £88

Seat Back Stowage – Premium 
Leather

Manufactured from the same premium leather offered on the vehicle, 
complemented with soft touch interior lining and magnetic button clasps. 
Provides convenient stowage solution for the rear of the front seats with multiple 
compartments for stowing small items.

Not applicable for SVR Not compatible with 10.2” rear 
seat entertainment. VPLVS0182 £208

Coat Hanger Rear seat facing coat hanger, attaches to the head restraint posts. Maximum 
weight 3kg. Not applicable for SVR Not compatible with 10.2” rear 

seat entertainment. VPLVS0167 £53

Umbrella Holder - Cabin
Designed to house small telescopic umbrella from the Range Rover merchandise 
collection (not supplied), this umbrella holder is specially designed to fit 
discreetly in the front passenger’s footwell.

Only for vehicles with electric 
adjustable seats. VPLVS0186 £53

*iPad® and iPhone® are registered trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the US and other countries. **Compatible with 2nd, 3rd and 4th generation iPads®. Not compatible with iPad Air® or iPad Mini®.  
***WhiteFire® is a registered trademark of Unwired Technology LLC and any use of such marks by Land Rover is under licence. Price includes VAT and Retailer fitting costs. Prices are subject to change. Please contact your Retailer for latest pricing.
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FUNCTION & TECHNOLOGY

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE

Centre Armrest Cooler/Warmer Box

Food and drinks cooler and warmer that acts as a rear centre armrest. 
With a leather-covered top, it is held in place by the centre seat belt  
and powered from the rear auxiliary socket. Ideal for long journeys  
with the family. 

VPLVS0176 £436

Electric Cool Bag
This cool bag is thermostatically temperature controlled, is powered by the 12 
volt auxiliary socket and has an easy to clean interior surface. Height 380mm, 
length 380mm, width 220mm. Volume 14 litres.

VUP100140L £194

Sunshade Easy to install or remove these sun blinds provide increased comfort 
helping to protect the interior from heat and glare of the sun. 

Side windows VPLWS0216 £178

Rear tailgate VPLWS0217 £123

Windscreen Sun Shield UV windscreen sun shield reflects the sun's rays and helps to keep the vehicle 
interior cool in hot weather.  VPLWS0231 £118

Tailgate Event Seating  
in Ebony Leather

The tailgate event seating is hand crafted from beautiful Windsor, Ebony leather 
with a highly durable aluminium frame. Stowed in the loadspace, these seats can 
be quickly and easily fitted to provide comfortable seating for two adults on the 
lower tailgate, when the vehicle is stationary. The seats come complete with a 
luxury storage bag with soft lining, which also acts as a useful protective mat to 
prevent the users’ clothes coming into contact with the exterior vehicle surfaces 
when in use.

Event seating

The seat is fixed to the loadspace 
floor via an adaptor that attaches 
to the 'D' loops or alternatively 
into the loadspace rails, if fitted. 
The adaptor is provided as part of 
the seat kit. 
Not applicable for PHEV.

VPLWS0480 £1,750

The tailgate event seating fitting kit is required for vehicles which are not 
equipped with loadspace rails. Fitting kit VPLWS0482 £37

Loadspace Security Box
Car safe box made of steel with an anti drill lock provides space to keep a 15” 
laptop and case or similar items inside. Attaches to the loadspace luggage rails 
using fixings inside the box.

Requires loadspace rails for 
fitment. VPLVS0183 £468

Collapsible Luggage Organiser Collapsible luggage organiser keeps items from shifting during transport. Can be 
easily folded away when not in use. VPLVS0175 £61

Aperture Retention Net

The aperture retention net prevents small items from falling out of the loadspace 
when the tailgate is opened and maximises packing space. Manufactured from 
premium lightweight materials including high grade machined aluminium to 
ensure robust quality.

Not applicable for PHEV. VPLWS0206 £178

Loadspace Retention Net
Secure small items and luggage within loadspace. Utilises loadspace tie-down 
points. Includes floor net and two ratchet straps which are approximately two 
metres long.

VPLMS0302 £170

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE

Loadspace Net - Side Keep smaller items safely stowed away – but easy to find - with a loadspace 
side net. Not applicable for PHEV. VPLWS0433 £121

Loadspace Retention Kit

The loadspace retention kit consists of a pack of attachments that fix into 
the loadspace rails via a quick lock/quick release system to help provide a 
comprehensive and flexible solution for retaining luggage and other items within 
the loadspace. The attachment pack includes a retractable flexible strap with 
inertia reel, telescopic rod and stowage bag.

Requires loadspace rails for 
fitment. VPLGS0171 £231

Loadspace Rails Loadspace mounted rails to help increase the flexibility of loadspace stowage, 
also allowing the fitment of the luggage retention kit stowage system.

For 5 seat vehicles Required for use with loadspace 
retention kit. Not applicable for 
PHEV.

VPLWS0242 £357

For 5+2 seat vehicles VPLWS0243 £324

Public Charging Cable*

The public charging cable provides an up-grade from the standard ‘home 
charging’ cable, helping to reduce the time required for charging. The 
6 metre long, public cable can be used with a universal style A/C wall 
box (which does not feature a tethered cable), to provide a fast charging 
solution at home. Alternatively it is compatible with public charging 
points. When away from home, the cable can be stored in the vehicle’s 
loadspace using a purpose designed storage case and retention system.

PHEV only For wall boxes and public 
charging. CCP02 £229

Jump Cables
Jump cables enable you to re-start your engine using another vehicle’s battery, 
should yours ever fail. Simple and safe to use, these high quality, heavy duty 
jump cables come in a box/case and are an on-board essential.

VPLVV0090 £140

Battery Conditioner
Land Rover branded battery conditioner diagnoses, monitors  
and maintains the battery at optimum levels ensuring prolonged  
battery life and reliability.

VPLWV0091 £183

* Wall box requires qualified electrician installation. ‘Everyday’ domestic extension leads and market adaptors should never be used with any electric vehicle or charge cable.
PLEASE NOTE: Charging times vary by market/territory, power supply and charging solution used. Charging solution fitment and availability may vary by market/territory –  
please consult your Land Rover Retailer for available solutions in your market. Price includes VAT and Retailer fitting costs. Prices are subject to change. Please contact your Retailer for latest pricing.
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READY FOR THE ROAD AHEAD
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1.

1: Alloy Wheel – 21" 9 Spoke, 'Style 9001', 
Forged, with Satin Black Finish
Personalise your vehicle from a selection of alloy 
wheels featuring a wide range of contemporary 
and dynamic designs.

2:  Locking Wheel Nuts – Black Finish
Manufactured to demanding safety standards, 
locking wheel nuts provide added security at low 
cost for valuable wheels and tyres. Kit includes a 
set of four locking wheel nuts and one key tool.

3: Snow Traction System – 19"– 21" Wheels
Snow traction system is designed to give 
improved steering and braking control on snow 
and ice, when fitted to front wheels. Easy–fit 
design, manufactured from high quality hardened 
galvanised steel, the chains are supplied in a 
tough vinyl carry bag for storage when not in use. 

4: Styled Valve Caps 
This exclusive range of styled valve caps, available 
in a choice of designs, provides a subtle styling 
enhancement to alloy wheels.

2.

3.

4.

WHEELS & WHEEL ACCESSORIES
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5.

5: Tyre Pressure Gauge
Digital tyre pressure gauge which stores 
recommended pressure and has a unique 360° 
rotating nozzle to locate tyre valve, LED light to 
locate tyre valve, tread depth gauge to measure 
tyre tread depth, measuring in psi, bar, kPa, 
kg/cm2. Range 0–99 psi / 0–7 bar and comes 
complete with storage case.

6: Wheel Cleaner – 500ml Trigger Spray
Specially formulated by Autoglym for Land Rover 
vehicles, this wheel cleaner removes brake 
dust and road grime keeping your alloy wheels 
looking as good as new.

7: Wheel Nuts – Black Finish
Set of 20 wheel nuts, especially suitable for  
use with Gloss Black finish alloy wheels.

6.

7.
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*Wheels priced for a set of four rims only. Wheel centre caps and tyres are required separately.
Price includes VAT and Retailer fitting costs. Prices are subject to change. Please contact your Retailer for latest pricing.

WHEELS & WHEEL ACCESSORIES

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE*

19” 5 Split-Spoke, 'Style 5001', Alloy 
Wheel

Personalise your vehicle with a selection of alloy wheels featuring  
a wide range of contemporary and dynamic designs.* Not applicable for SVR

V6 Petrol and TDV6 engine 
vehicles only. LR037742 £2,512

20" 5 Split-Spoke, 'Style 5084' with 
Silver finish, Alloy Wheel LR099135 £2,884

20" 5 Split-Spoke, 'Style 5020',  
Alloy Wheel LR044848 £2,884

20" 5 Split-Spoke, 'Style 5020', with 
Gloss Black finish, Alloy Wheel VPLWW0090 £2,828

21" 5 Split-Spoke, 'Style 5007',  
Alloy Wheel LR044850 £3,108

21" 5 Split-Spoke, 'Style 5007', 
Forged, with Gloss Black finish,  
Alloy Wheel

VPLWW0091 £3,048

21" 5 Split-Spoke, 'Style 5007', with 
Diamond Turned finish, Alloy Wheel LR045069 £3,196

21" 5 Split-Spoke 'Style 5085' with 
Silver finish, Alloy Wheel

Not applicable for vehicles fitted 
with coil suspension. LR099136 £3,108

21" 5 Split-Spoke 'Style 5085' with 
Diamond Turned finish, Alloy Wheel LR099143 £3,196

21" 9 Spoke, 'Style 9001', Forged, 
with Full Machine Polished finish, 
Alloy Wheel

VPLWW0083 £4,084

21" 9 Spoke, 'Style 9001', Forged, with 
Satin Black finish, Alloy Wheel VPLWW0085 £4,084

21" 9 Spoke, 'Style 9001', Forged, with 
Technical Grey finish, Alloy Wheel VPLWW0084 £4,084

22" 5 Split-Spoke 'Style 5086' with 
Silver finish, Alloy Wheel

Not applicable for vehicles 
equipped with coil suspension 
or PHEV.

LR099144 £3,424

22" 5 Split-Spoke, 'Style 5014', 
Forged, Fully Painted with Low Gloss 
Black finish, Alloy Wheel

Not compatible with 5+2 seating. 
Not applicable for PHEV.

VPLWW0089 £4,492

22" 5 Split-Spoke, 'Style 5014', 
Forged, Fully Painted with Technical 
Grey Gloss finish, Alloy Wheel

VPLWW0087 £4,492

22" 5 Split-Spoke, 'Style 5014', 
Forged, with Ceramic Polished Light 
Silver finish, Alloy Wheel 

VPLWW0088 £4,492

22" 5 Split-Spoke, 'Style 5014', 
Forged, with Machine Polished finish, 
Alloy Wheel

VPLWW0086 £4,492

22" 9 Split-Spoke 'Style 9012' with 
Mid-Silver Diamond Turned finish, 
Alloy Wheel

LR099146 £3,588

22" 9 Split-Spoke 'Style 9012' with 
Gloss Black finish, Alloy Wheel LR099147 £3,424

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE

Locking Wheel Nuts 
Manufactured to demanding safety standards, locking wheel nuts 
provide added security at low cost for valuable wheels and tyres.  
Kit includes a set of four locking wheel nuts and one key tool. 

Gloss Black finish Recommended for use with Gloss 
Black finish alloy wheels. VPLWW0093 £116

Wheel Nuts Set of 20 wheel nuts, especially suitable for use with Gloss Black finish  
alloy wheels. Gloss Black finish VPLWW0078 £274

Styled Valve Caps This exclusive range of styled valve caps, available in a choice of designs, 
provides a subtle styling enhancement to alloy wheels. 

Black Jack

Sold as a set of four.

LR027666 £35

Land Rover LR027560 £31

Range Rover LR027663 £32

Union Jack LR027664 £35

Snow Traction System

Snow traction system is designed to give improved steering and braking control 
on snow and ice, when fitted to rear wheels. Easy-fit design, manufactured from 
high quality hardened galvanised steel, the chains are supplied in a tough vinyl 
carry bag for storage when not in use. 

Suitable for fitment to rear 19” 
- 22” wheels only. Applicable 
to 235/65 R19, 255/55 R20, 
275/45 R21 and 275/40 R22 
wheel and tyre sizes. Fit to rear 
axle only.

VPLGW0081 £678

Space Saver Spare Wheel Kit* The space saver wheel kit is offered as a retailer fit upgrade for vehicles 
equipped with the line fit tyre repair kit. Not applicable for PHEV LR033229 £138

Tyre Pressure Gauge

Digital tyre pressure gauge which stores recommended pressure and has a 
360° rotating nozzle to locate tyre valve, LED light to locate tyre valve, tread 
depth gauge to measure tyre tread depth, measuring in psi, bar, kPa, kg/cm2. 
Range 0-99 psi / 0- 7 bar and comes complete with storage case.

VPLVW0077 £31

Tyre Repair Kit Alternative tyre repair solution can be fitted in place of spare wheel. 

Compressor 
5 seat vehicles only

Requires compressor, foam and 
sealant for full kit.

LR014972 £80

Foam 
5 seat vehicles only LR034913 £34

Sealant 
5 seat vehicles only LR015390 £34

Wheel Cleaner - 500ml Trigger 
Spray

Specially formulated by Autoglym for Land Rover vehicles, this wheel cleaner 
removes brake dust and road grime keeping your alloy wheels looking as good 
as new. For use with wheel cleaning brush.

VPLSW0066 £12

Wheel Cleaning Brush This shaped, stiff wheel cleaner brush is specifically designed to the 
contours of your vehicle's wheels. VPLDW0068 £16

*Price is per wheel rim only, tyre needs to be ordered separately.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE

Whilst Land Rover take the utmost care in ensuring that all details in this publication are correct at the time of going to press, we are constantly striving 
for improvement and therefore reserve the right to alter specifications and equipment without notice. Details of specifications and equipment are also 
subject to change to suit local market conditions and requirements, and not all products are available in every market. Some vehicles are shown with 
accessories or optional equipment fitted.

The colours reproduced here are subject to the limitations of the printing process and may therefore vary slightly from the actual vehicle.

For further information on accessories and the latest accessory lifestyle films, please visit gear.landrover.com/gb/en

QUALITY ASSURED

For additional peace of mind, all Land Rover accessories 
come with a minimum 24 month warranty or can be covered 
under your vehicle’s existing warranty if they’re purchased 
within the first month of ownership or 1,000 miles (whichever 
comes first). For further information on accessories, please 
visit gear.landrover.com/gb/en

APRIL 2018
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NOTES NOTES
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